Friends,

This week in Washington, the Democrat-controlled House held a vote to determine if Mark Meadows, former Chief of Staff to President Trump and former North Carolina Congressman, should be held in criminal contempt of Congress for failing to comply with their partisan January 6th committee.

The Democrats are using this kangaroo court to attack and persecute their political enemies. Plain and simple. And Mark Meadows did nothing wrong. In fact, he already provided thousands of texts and emails to this Select Committee, as requested.

**TWEET:** I stand by my friend Mark Meadows

The issue at hand is that Democrats want to essentially throw executive privilege out the window. Meadows offered to provide as much information to the sham committee as he could. But that doesn’t mean Democrats can get their hands on every piece of communication that they want.

“Since George Washington, it’s been the law that a President has the right to confidentiality about his advice that he receives from his closest advisors,” I told the Family Research Council in an interview.

“What’s different here is that in the space of a month or two the so-called January 6th select committee, which is really just composed of one side in Congress, has gone directly to threatening to try to put Mr. Meadows in prison with a contempt of Congress charge and to refuse any kind of real negotiating or compromising process.”

**Watch the full interview:** Democrats are starting short-cited precedents here

Democrats are introducing new, vicious standards for how to conduct investigations. And they may come to regret the road they have paved here for future ones.
Worse yet, the credibility of this already biased committee took a major hit this week. It was none other than Rep. Adam Schiff, one of the biggest liars in Congress, who it turns out had doctored text messages he was presenting between Mark Meadows and Rep. Jim Jordan.

**TWEET:** Adam Schiff is the Jussie Smollett of Congress

You simply cannot trust a word that Schiff and the Democrats are saying. If the evidence against President Trump and his staff is supposedly so damming, then why doctor it? They don’t have an answer for that. They have a political narrative, and the facts simply don’t matter to them.

[https://youtu.be/G0rqXsoNQpM](https://youtu.be/G0rqXsoNQpM)

**Building Back Never**

As you can tell, Democrats' Jan. 6th committee is nothing more than a desperate attempt to distract from the real issues Americans are facing. Inflation, supply shortages, and rising energy costs are at the top of everyone’s minds as we head into the holiday season.

Right now, Americans like yourself are paying more for everything. Inflation is soaring and showing no signs of slowing down as it was recently announced that wholesale prices surged to the fastest pace on record and consumer prices have surged to the fastest pace in 39 years.

**TWEET:** Biden and Democrats want to distract from inflation

President Biden’s “Build Back Better” plan will make it worse as even the CBO says that his spending plan will add $3 Trillion to the deficit if these programs are made permanent, which you can bet your bottom dollar they will. As the Senate is still wrestling with this monstrous bill, this is an issue I am going to continue to talk about.

I voted no on this disastrous agenda because the warning signs are clear what this bill will do to our already hurting economy.

America cannot afford more of what Democrats are selling. And I will continue to stand up for working families that are simply trying to make ends meet.
Can you afford more of Biden's inflation?

Yes

No

Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress